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Now, after all these years SW Gas has found a way to increase their coffers, charge their 
customers under the guise of conservation, with this completely unnecessary and bogus public 
relations nightmare. 
 
Natural gas is at a very low price. 
 
Their original 5.1 million campaign is now down to 2 million. Give us a break, peoples bills are 
no where in the category of power which they watched and saw a potential new revenue source, 
aka conservation programs.  
 
You commissioners must think ratepayers are idiots. That we need to see on tv and other forms 
to be reminded to conserve.  
 
I didn’t know SW Gas is now an unofficial dba of NVE with these money wasting proposals to 
conserve. People will do what they want, they know if they use the utility they will pay for said 
access. People are sick and tired of being told to conserve. If we want to we will otherwise we 
won’t. Stop trying to rule our lives and wasting our money for these programs. 
 
Reading thru their version of Grimms fairy tale, they expect us to pay for managers lunches 
because they are so busy they can’t do lunch, so we are shouldering their Mangianno’s 
lunches? Let them order in and eat at their desks, like they would if they didn’t have this 
cushion.  What next, they will find a way to charge us for their Viagra under some ‘health’ 
program tied into conservation? 
 
The Idaho report recommends no conservation.  Lomojo didn’t approve policy recommendation, 
no fixed transport. 
 
This bull about staff not recommending reconsideration of the prepay, is going to force me and 
others to start getting them involved that you are targeting low income people over this plan, 
stripping them of their rights. Where is your so called FAIR & BALANCED approach? Forcing 
people to become less protected claiming they have a greater coverage is one of your worst 
sacral-cranium inversion actions I have ever seen coming from the dais!  
 
Only a completely cruel and heartless person would think stripping away rights is better than the 
current rights. This is classic DURESS and with 2 attorneys sitting up there, you are culpable for 
promoting this strong arm tactic. 
 
You have other options, but, you feel you have to contract your orbicularis oris upon the tri-
glutes of NVE. 
 
GRANT THE RECONSIDERATION, stop treating the BCP as the red headed stepchild that you 
ALWAYS DO! 
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All one has to look at is when the BCP agrees with staff does anything go into BCP’s favor, 
otherwise they are basically treated with the same dismissal attitude that you project onto 
ratepayers. 
 
You didn’t learn from the spark meter fiasco that when we aren’t happy we can become your 
biggest nightmares. 
 
Barry Gold has always been very civil when stating his opinions. I on the other hand warn you 
ahead of time and its up to you to figure out how you are going to handle the chaos I did before 
and will do again. 
 
Consider this your notice we are not going to keep quiet over flexpay by any stretch of the 
imagination. 
 
So, we have a new chair whose wife is the Deputy Regional Manager for Reid, nothing like 
another shill under the guise of unbiased, who has been tied to him on and off since 2004.  
 
So we have you as Bri Bri puppet and other pressure from Reid, oh yeah, this is going to be a 
very interesting 4 years. 
 
Are you going to recues yourself when it comes to renewables, subsidies etc., as you are way to 
invested and tied to them? 


